VIPlanning Online Services: Drills & Exercises

Are You Ready to Change the Way
Your School District Tracks Drills,
Exercises & Incidents?
Say goodbye to the paper work maze and scheduling
nightmares inherent in conducting and tracking drills,
exercises and incidents.
Drills, Exercises and Incidents, the latest addition
to the VIPlanning® Online Services suite of
secure, web based tools, allows users to easily
manage, track and update their drills, exercises
and incidents.
Drills, exercises and incidents data can easily be
defined, scheduled, tracked and stored for instant
access. If an unscheduled emergency, lockdown
or incident occurs, it can easily be added to the
system database.
Whether you are an individual school/agency or a
large or small school district/county, Drills,
Exercises and Incidents provides a current
overview of the status
Recording results can take minutes, not hours to
complete, and reports can be easily generated.
Whether you are an individual school or a large
or small school district, VIPlanning® Online will
streamline the way you track
drills, exercises or incidents.
To schedule an online
Demo, call Visual Imagry
today (425) 881-1945 or
visit our web site
www.viplanning.com.
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Dashboard Overviews Provide Quick Access to
Drills, Exercises & Incident Tracking Data
Each school/agency dashboard provides an overview of the status of drills, exercises and incidents for
that school/agency while the district dashboard provides an overview of all district schools or agencies..
The dashboard provides easy access to your calendar, notices, exceptions (over-due drills), statistics
and compliance information.
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Events
Displays a filtered
calendar for each
school/agency and
can easily include
district-wide
events, holidays
or incidents.
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#2
Notices
Displays notices
and updates, like
requirements and
reminders.

#3
Exceptions
Highlights when a
schedule has not
been met.
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#5
Compliance

#5

Graphically demonstrates
the current overview of drill
and exercise compliance
for a school facility or the
entire district.

#4
Statistics

#6
Navigation Bar

Shows the current overview of drills, exercises
and data for a school /
agency or entire district/
county.

Navigation is simple with VIPlanning Drills, Exercises & Incidents.
The navigation bar provides quick access for setting up calendars,
define requirements, schedule drills, or even sending out notices.
Select “Output” and your reports are a mouse click away.
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School Districts Can Easily Define
Requirements for Drills and Exercises
Easily Assign Drill
Requirements & Define Metrics
Assigning Requirements
Each district can establish when and how
certain types of drills or exercises need
to be performed and results recorded.
Each school can be assigned their required types of drills to be performed
over specific time frames.
Each school can schedule its own drills.

Streamlines Recording & Reporting

Drill Specifications and related
documents can be attached.

VIPlanning® Online Services: Drills, Exercises &
Incidents is a comprehensive online tool that reduces
compliance time and cost while it accelerates and refines
Defining Metrics
reporting.

Record Results
Record results easily as you input data into predefined categories after each drill is performed.
Unplanned events and incidents can also be entered
and have their metrics recorded post occurrence.
Documents, such as After Action Reports,
can be attached to drill and exercise results.

Easily Generate Reports
Report findings, from the simplest updates to
detailed reports, easily and automatically.
Export report data to Word or Excel.
Customizable reports can be created for an
additional fee.
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Specific information to be collected
about each type of drill and exercise.
Common metrics across drill types
allow for comparisons, such as number
of persons participating in a drill and
elapsed time.

For More Information about
VIPlanning® Online Services:
Drills, Exercises & Incidents
Visit our web site
www.viplanning.com
Or email
sales@viplanning.com

(425) 881-1945
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Assures Your Data is Safe and Secure
VIPlanning® Online Services security includes:
Secure Access
All communications between the user and service is secured using
128 bit SSL encryption, the standard for secure web communications.

Secure Facilities
The service is professionally hosted in a secure commercial hosting
facility. Physical access to the facility is strictly controlled 24 X 7 including manned checkpoints, continuous CCTV recording of all entranceways and server areas, and electronic recording of all building egress
and ingress.

Data Segregation
Each customer has their own separate database and file storage area assuring isolation of their data
from all other customers.

Role Based Authentication
Access to each piece of data is subject to authentication. Designated customer users have the right to
control who can view or modify each piece of data. To reduce complexity this scheme is role based,
meaning that one or more roles have data access and each user (login) is assigned one or more roles.

Your data is safe and secure with VIPlanning Drills, Exercises & Incidents.

For More Information about VIPlanning® Online Services: Drills, Exercise
& Incidents - email sales@viplanning.com or call (425) 881-1945.
Visual Imagry, Inc.
16625 Redmond Way,
STE - M PMB - 451
Redmond, WA 98052
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